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Abstract— In this project we will detect and manage flood 

detection using sensors. Flooding is a great treat towards 

mankind as it is also considered one of the most devastating 

natural disasters in the world. Flooding is not any abnormal 

scenario worldwide, since flooding results in great damage to 

agriculture land, residential area and even cities with high 

cost in lives and towards the economy of the country. Flood 

is one of the major natural disasters affecting almost the 

whole world.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Flood appear to show up with expanded recurrence starting 

with one year then onto the next. Because of flood numerous 

lives and property gets wrecked which legitimately influences 

to the affordable foundation of the country. However, quick 

and powerful reaction by salvage administrations can 

significantly lessen the consequences. To beat this misfortune 

we are presenting a product which detects, prevents and fixes 

the regular disaster (flood). This takes care of the issue of loss 

of lives and property. Clients along the bank of the waterway 

will get early insinuations about the debacle occurring and 

they are given the data utilizing which they can get relocated 

to the protected area until the issue gets restored. 

Flood can occur in whenever, and when flood 

dangers occurs and the degree of water expanding quickly, 

the sensor will record the degrees of water and the 

information are send to the flood controller framework. In the 

model of the framework, it contains three sensors. First sensor 

is to recognize the low level of water with an affirmation of 

"Typical water level". Second sensor will distinguish the 

medium level of water and for the climate refreshes about 

overwhelming precipitation in coming days in the event that 

it is positive (which implies substantial precipitation) at that 

point the "Ready message" will be educated to the general 

population and respective activities will get performed. Third 

sensor will recognize the elevated level of water which 

implies that the flood occurred and the fast salvage tasks will 

happen so as to spares the lives.      

II. RELATED WORK 

The primary objective of our framework is to build up the 

Flood Warning and Detection System for observing flood 

circumstance and estimating the water level at the high hazard 

region. The framework can caution the general population 

and the neighborhood specialists with respect to the flood 

condition to such an extent that proper activity can be locked 

in. The framework has been accomplished as it can gauge and 

record the water level that can be classified into three distinct 

levels. In Phase 1, every one of the sensors can detect the 

necessary information of the flood circumstance.       

Be that as it may, SMS is given by the flood 

recognition programming to give early notice to the nearby 

inhabitants by means of SMS. The framework likewise gives 

day by day climate gauge to general society for better 

arranging of their adventure to different spots. These 

techniques are wasteful as the use of the framework is 

restricted to certain zone and district just as crucial 

information with respect to floods just reach to the open 

certain and area. Also, at present, the short messages 

framework (SMS) is utilized to give a caution to the officials 

accountable for government organizations and nearby 

specialists, for example, Police, Army, Department of 

Irrigation and Drainage, and National Security Division, 

NDRF.      

Because of these conditions, the Flood Detection 

and Warning System is proposed to give critical data to the 

general population about the flood occurrences at the high 

hazard and influenced territory. The proposed model will 

utilize portable to share the data through SMS between the 

neighborhood specialists and people in general. The 

inspiration for this work is to investigate planning a 

framework that can recognize the floods and measure the 

water level, and tell the general population and the 

neighborhood specialists with respect to flood conditions that 

can improve the current frameworks. The Flood Detection 

and Warning System can identify the floods and measure the 

water level that can be arranged into three unique levels so as 

to caution people in general and the nearby specialists with 

respect to flood conditions at the influenced zones.      

III. METHODOLOGY 

In distributed computing based flood discovery and the board 

framework all work will occur by identifying water level of 

dam. At essential stage we consider three levels, for example, 

low level, middle level and significant level of water. Also, 

by thinking about that level sensor will record water level and 

framework will work as indicated by sensor's record.  

On the off chance that water level is between low 

level to middle level, at that point in that general state is 

sheltered. In the event that water level is in the middle of 

middle level to elevated level, at that point another sensor will 

give atmosphere update, in the event that it is positive then 

framework will area wise send programmed ready message 

to individuals and furthermore sit tight for criticism from that 

individuals and work as indicated by input. All the while 

advise the present circumstance to common society.  

The accompanying calculation is alluded in flood 

location framework:  

1) Sensors and entertainers are sent in associated subnets of 

WSAN and impart utilizing radio recurrence.  

2) Sensors measure water level or precipitation level.  
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3) On the off chance that water level or precipitation level 

is not exactly as far as possible, at that point sensor state 

is green and there is no risk of flood.  

4) On the off chance that water level or precipitation level 

is more prominent than or equivalent as far as possible 

then sensor state is yellow and cautioning is transmitted 

to portals.  

5) In the event that water or precipitation level is more 

prominent than or equivalent as far as possible then 

sensor state is red and it transmits flood data to 

entryways.  

6) Passages transmit got data to cloud for calculation.  

7) Cloud data is under the supervisory control.  

8) Cloud transmits information to portals for required 

activity by entertainers.  

In the event that level is high or more noteworthy 

than high and, at that point in the wake of sending of message 

likewise reaction isn't happening to nearby individuals at that 

point ready message will send just to common society to help 

people. The salvage group will further give the warning to the 

people groups, for example, Warnings can give authorities 

and people more opportunity to embrace fortunate upkeep, 

for example, stopping a shut valve on a gas line, ending 

release of specific materials into the sewage framework, or 

protecting water supplies and sewage treatment plants. 

Expanded cautioning time can diminish the expense of crisis 

safe house and crisis care as people have more opportunity to 

orchestrate to remain with family members, companions, or 

somewhere else. Networks with restricted crisis work force 

and different assets will benefit from extra time to prepared 

crisis administrations. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 

 

Figure delineates the design of the framework. To start with, 

the client needs to enlist to the framework. Next, the 

framework will detect furthermore, gather the information 

about water level from the sensors. The information will be 

sent and put away in the server. Here, three unique plans are 

utilized to speak to the three levels of water. 

The framework will turn on its notice alert by 

sending SMS to the client as per the water levels.  

 

V. RESULT 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Flood Detection System offers another elective in 

upgrading and improving the current framework that has been 

utilized. The framework was effectively created by 

incorporating the equipment and programming segments (for 

example the framework had the option to gauge the water 

level and sorted into three distinct levels so as to caution the 

general population what's more, the nearby specialists of 

flood conditions). The framework was capable to send a 

notice alert consequently if the water level scopes to a certain 

level. 
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